
Dynamical Instabilities of the Randall{Sundrum ModelTimon Boehm1, Ruth Durrer1 and Carsten van de Bruck21D�epartement de Physique Th�eorique, Universit�e de Gen�eve, 24 quai E. Ansermet, CH{1211 Geneva 4 (Switzerland).2Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, University of Cambridge, Wilberforce Road,Cambridge CB3 0WA, UK(February 21, 2001)We derive dynamical equations describing a single 3-brane containing uid matter and a scalar�eld coupling to the dilaton and the gravitational �eld in a �ve dimensional bulk. First, we showthat a scalar �eld or an arbitrary uid on the brane cannot evolve to cancel the cosmological constantin the bulk. Then we show that the Randall{Sundrum model is unstable under small deviationsfrom the �ne{tuning between the brane tension and the bulk cosmological constant and even underhomogeneous gravitational perturbations. Implications for brane world cosmologies are discussed.PACS numbers: 98.80.CqPreprint: DAMTP-2001-16 I. INTRODUCTIONUp today, string theories are the most promising fundamental quantum theories at hand which include gravity. Openstrings carry gauge charges and end on so-called Dp{branes, p + 1 dimensional hyper-surfaces of the full spacetime.Correspondingly, gauge �elds may propagate only on the p + 1 dimensional brane, and only modes associated withclosed strings, like the graviton, the dilaton and the axion, live in the full spacetime [1]. Super{string theoriesand especially M{theory suggest that the observable universe is a 3 + 1 dimensional hyper-surface, a 3{brane, ofa 10 or 11 dimensional spacetime. This fundamental spacetime could be a product of a four dimensional Lorentzmanifold with an n dimensional compact space of volume Vn (n is the number of extra dimensions). Then, therelation between the 4+n dimensional fundamental Planck mass,Mf, and the e�ective four dimensional Planck mass,Meff �p1=(8�GN) ' 2:4� 1018 GeV, is M2eff =Mn+2f Vn: (1)If some of the extra dimensions are much larger than the fundamental Planck scale, Mf is much smaller than Meff andmay even be close to the electro-weak scale, thereby relieving the long-standing hierarchy problem [2]. For example,if one allows for two `large' extra dimensions of the order of 1mm, one obtains a fundamental Planck mass of 1TeV.However, a new hierarchy between the electro-weak scale and the mass-scale associated with the compacti�cationvolume, 1Vn1=n , is introduced.Clearly, this idea is very interesting from the point of view of bringing together fundamental theoretical high energyphysics and experiments, which have been diverging more and more since the advent of string theory. While the fourdimensionality of gauge interactions has been tested down to scales of about 1=200GeV�1 ' 10�15mm, Newton'slaw is experimentally con�rmed only above 1mm. Therefore, `large' extra dimensions are not excluded and shouldbe tested in the near future by re�ned micro gravity experiments [3]. The fundamental string scale might in principlebe accessible to LHC [4].In the past, it was commonly assumed that the fundamental spacetime is factorizable, and that the extra dimensionalspace is compact. Recently, Randall and Sundrum [5] proposed a �ve dimensional model, in which the metric on the3{brane is multiplied by an exponentially decreasing `warp' factor such that transverse lengths become small alreadyat short distances along the �fth dimension. This idea allows for a non{compact extra dimension without getting inconict with observational facts. In this scenario the brane is embedded in an Anti{de Sitter space, and a �ne{tuningrelation, � = ��526 V 2; (2)between the brane tension, V , and the negative cosmological constant in the bulk, �, has to be satis�ed. Here, �5 isrelated to the �ve dimensional Newton's constant by �52 = 8�G5 =M5�3. Randall{Sundrum also proposed a model1



with two branes of opposite tension which provides an elegant way to relieve both hierarchy problems mentionedabove [6]. However, also this model requires the �ne{tuning (2). Here, we will only consider the case of a single brane.The main unattractive feature of the Randall{Sundrum (RS) model is the �ne-tuning condition (2). Both from theparticle physics and the cosmological point of view this relation between two a priori independent quantities appearsunlikely. One would like to put it on a physical basis, such as a fundamental principle, or explain it due to somedynamical process.This paper has the purpose to point out the cosmological problems associated with the �ne{tuning condition (2).The outline of the paper is as follows: In section II, we derive dynamical equations describing the gravitational �eldand the dilaton in the bulk coupling to uid matter and a scalar �eld on the brane. These equations allow for adynamical generalization of the RS model, which is a special static solution of our equations with vanishing dilaton.Our equations also provide a starting point for further studies of various issues in cosmology, for example ination.In Section III we discuss a cosmological version of the RS model and show that the �ne{tuning condition (2) cannotbe stabilized by an arbitrary scalar �eld or uid on the brane. In section IV we discuss linear perturbations ofthe static RS model and derive gauge invariant perturbation equations from our general setup. We prove that thefull RS spacetime is unstable against homogeneous processes on the brane such as cosmological phase transitions:The solutions run quadratically fast away from the static RS spacetime. This instability reminds that of the statichomogeneous and isotropic Einstein universe [7]. In linear perturbation theory the RS spacetime is unstable evenagainst purely gravitational perturbations. In the last section we present our results and the conclusions.II. EQUATIONS OF MOTIONIn this section we provide the equations of motion. For generality and for future work we have included the dilaton,although its does not play a role in the present discussion of RS stability. Works on dilaton gravity and the braneworld have also been done by [8] and [9]. A. General caseWe consider a �ve dimensional spacetime with a metric gMN parameterized by coordinates (xM ) = (x�; y), whereM = 0; 1; 2; 3; 5 and � = 0; 1; 2; 3, with a 3{brane �xed at y = 0. We shall use units in which 2�52 = 1. In the stringframe our action is Sstring = Z d5xp�ge�2� �R+ 4(rM�)(rN�)gMN � �(�)� (3)� Z d4xp�ge�2��12(r�')(r�')g�� + V (') + Lfluid� ;which describes the dilaton, �, coupling to gravity as well as to a scalar �eld, ', with a potential V (') and to a uid.The graviton, the dilaton and the `bulk potential' �(�) live in the �ve dimensional (bulk) spacetime, whereas the uidand the scalar �eld are con�ned to the brane. The induced four dimensional metric is1g�� = �M� �N� gMN (y = 0): (4)The action in the Einstein{frame is obtained by the conformal transformationgMN ! e� 4�D�2 gMN (5)with D = 5. We �ndSEinstein = Z d5xp�g�R� 43(rM�)(rN�)gMN � e(4=3)��(�)� (6)� Z d4xp�g�12e�(2=3)�(r�')(r�')g�� + e(2=3)� (V (') + Lfluid)� ;1Where confusion could arise, we over-line four dimensional quantities.2



where g now denotes the metric tensor in the Einstein{frame, and R;r;r are constructed from g. From this actionwe derive the equations of motion by varying with respect to the dilaton, the brane scalar �eld and the metric:83r2�� 43e(4=3)��(�) � e(4=3)�@�(�)@� + p�gp�g �(y)�13e�(2=3)�(r')2 � 23e(2=3)�(V (') + Lfluid)� = 0; (7)e�(2=3)�(r2')� e(2=3)� @V (')@' = 0; (8)GMN = 43 �(rM�)(rN�)� 12gMN (r�)2�� 12gMNe(4=3)��(�) (9)� p�gp�g �(y)��M��N ��e�(2=3)� 12 �(r�')(r�')� 12g��(r')2�+ 12g��e(2=3)�V (') � 12e(2=3)�(Tfluid)��� ;where GMN is the �ve dimensional Einstein tensor of the metric gMN .As we are interested in cosmological solutions, we require the 3{brane to be homogeneous and isotropic and make theansatz ds2 = �e2N(t;y)dt2 + e2R(t;y)d~x2 + e2B(t;y)dy2 ; (10)where we have assumed the ordinary spatial dimensions to be at. Note that this metric is not factorizable as thescale factor on the brane, eR(t;y), and the lapse function, eN(t;y), depend on time as well as on the �fth dimension. Thefactor eB(t;y) is a modulus �eld. The energy{momentum tensor of a homogeneous and isotropic uid, representingmatter in the universe, is (Tfluid��(t)) = diag(��(t); p(t); p(t); p(t)); (11)and for the dilaton and the brane scalar �eld we shall assume � = �(t; y); ' = '(t). Finally, the Lagrangian densityof the uid, Lfluid, is given by its free energy density F (see [10]).With these assumptions the equations of motion take the following form: (A dot and a prime refer to the derivativeswith respect to t and y, and quantities on the brane carry a subscript zero, for example N0 � N(t; y = 0).)� : 83e�2N (��� _� _N + 3 _� _R + _� _B)� 83e�2B(�00 + �0N 0 + 3�0R0 � �0B0) + 43e(4=3)��(�)+ e(4=3)� @�(�)@� + �(y)e�B �13e�(2=3)�e�2N _'2 + 23e(2=3)�(V (') + F )� = 0 ; (12)' : e�2N0( �'� _' _N0 + 3 _' _R0) + e(4=3)�0 @V (')@' = 0 ; (13)uid : p = p(�) ; (14)00 : 3e�2N ( _R2 + _R _B � 29 _�2) + 3e�2B(�R00 � 2R02 +R0B0 � 29�02)� 12e(4=3)��(�)� �(y)e�B �14e�(2=3)�e�2N _'2 + 12e(2=3)�(V (') + �)� = 0 ; (15)11 : e�2N (�2 �R� �B � 3 _R2 � _B2 + 2 _N _R+ _N _B � 2 _R _B � 23 _�2)+ e�2B(N 00 + 2R00 +N 02 + 3R02 + 2N 0R0 �N 0B0 � 2R0B0 + 23�02) + 12e(4=3)��(�)� �(y)e�B �14e�(2=3)�e�2N _'2 + 12e(2=3)�(p� V ('))� = 0 ; (16)05 : _R0 + _RR0 �N 0 _R�R0 _B + 49 _��0 = 0 ; (17)3



55 : 3e�2N (� �R� 2 _R2 + _N _R� 29 _�2) + 3e�2B(N 0R0 +R02 � 29�02) + 12e(4=3)��(�) = 0 : (18)In order to have a well de�ned geometry, the metric has to be continuous across y = 0. However, �rst derivatives withrespect to y may not be continuous at y = 0, and second derivatives may contain delta{functions. Such distributionalparts can be treated separately by writing f 00 = f 00reg + �(y)[f 0] ; (19)where [f 0] � limy!0[f 0(y)� f 0(�y)] (20)is the jump of f 0 across y = 0, and f 00reg is the part which is regular at y = 0. By matching the delta{functions fromthe second derivatives of �;N and R with those in equations (12), (15) and (16), one obtains the junction conditions[�0] = 18e�(2=3)�0eB0�2N0 _'2 + 14e(2=3)�0eB0(V (') + F ) ; (21)[N 0] = 512e�(2=3)�0eB0�2N0 _'2 + 16e(2=3)�0eB0(3p+ 2�� V (')) ; (22)[R0] = � 112e�(2=3)�0eB0�2N0 _'2 � 16e(2=3)�0eB0(V (') + �) : (23)Eqs.(22) and (23) are equivalent to Israel's junction conditions [11]. Our equations agree with those found by otherauthors in special cases, see e.g. [12] and [13].To ensure that our brane does stay in place, we shall assume Z2 symmetry in the remainder of this paper. Further-more, we neglect the dilaton and consider a simple cosmological constant in the bulk. For the sake of generality wehave not used these assumptions so far.B. Special case: The Randall{Sundrum modelThe RS model is a special static solution of the equations derived in the previous section with N(y) = R(y); B = 0,when � is taken to be a pure cosmological constant, and V represents a constant brane tension. All other �elds areset to zero. The RS metric is ds2 = e2�jyj(�dt2 + d~x2) + dy2 : (24)Our equations of motion then reduce to 6R02 = ��2 ; (25)3R00 = ��(y)V2 : (26)Eq. (25) can now be solved by R(y) = �r��12 jyj � �jyj ; (27)which respects Z2 symmetry and leads to an exponentially decreasing `warp-factor'. To satisfy simultaneously equation(26), one must �ne-tune the brane tension and the (negative) bulk cosmological constant:� + V 212 = 0 : (28)This is the RS solution. A priori, � and V are independent constants, and there is no reason for such a relation.However, in a realistic time-dependent cosmological model this relation must be satis�ed in order to recover the usualFriedmann equation for a uid with �� V see [14]. In the next section we study, whether Eq. (28) can be obtainedby some dynamics on the brane. 4



III. A DYNAMICAL BRANEWe �rst consider a dynamical scalar �eld on the brane. The �ne-tuning condition (28) corresponds to the require-ment that the negative bulk cosmological constant, �, can be canceled by the brane tension, V , which we try toidentify with the potential energy of the scalar �eld, '. If, starting with some initial conditions on ' and _', theevolution of the system would stabilize at � + V 212 = 0, the cancelation could be accomplished dynamically. If thiswould be the case for a `large class' of initial conditions, the RS solution (27) would be an attractor of the system.We start from Eqs. (13-18) for the case of a vanishing dilaton. Taking the `mean value' of the 55 equation acrossy = 0, inserting the junction conditions (22,23) and taking into account Z2 symmetry, one obtains (see [12])�R0 + 2 _R20 = � 1144�b(�b + 3pb) + �6 ; (29)where �b = �+ �' and pb = p+ p' are the total energy density and the total pressure on the brane due to the uidand the scalar �eld. In this section the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the time coordinate � given byd� = eN0(t)dt. Using the energy conservation equation on the brane,_�b = �3 _R0(�b + pb); (30)one can eliminate the pressure and integrate Eq. (29) to obtain a `Friedmann' equation for the expansion of the brane(see [14]) H2 = 112� + 1144�b2 + Ca40 ; (31)where a0(t) � eR(t;y=0) denotes the scale factor on the brane, H = _a0=a0 = _R0, and C is an integration constant. Ifthe dilaton vanishes, Eq. (13) becomes the ordinary equation of motion for a scalar �eld�'+ 3H _'+ @V@' = 0 (32)with an energy density and a pressure �' = 12 _'2 + V ('); (33)p' = 12 _'2 � V ('): (34)We now assume that the energy density of the scalar �eld dominates any other component on the brane, that is�' >> �. This may be the case in the early universe. Later in this section we will see that this assumption does nota�ect our result. In the same sense we neglect the radiation term, so that equation (31) reduces toH = +s 112 ��+ �'212 �: (35)The positive sign corresponds to an expanding brane. The question whether the system evolves towards � + V 212 = 0is now translated into the question whether the Hubble{parameter vanishes at some time �1. From Eqs. (32) and(35) together with Eq. (33) one �nds _H = � 148�' _'2; (36)which is always negative. (The case _'(�1) = 0 simultaneously with H(�1) = 0 will be treated separately.) Startingwith an expanding universe, H > 0, this implies that, indeed, H is decreasing and H = 0 may well be obtained within�nite or in�nite time depending on the details of the potential V ('). However, at �1 the scale factor has reached amaximum (�a0(�1) = a0(�1) _H(�1) < 0) and, after a momentary cancelation of � with �'2, H changes sign and thebrane begins to contract with H = �s 112 ��+ �'212 � : (37)5



In order for H to stop evolving at �1 when the RS condition, � + �'2=12 = 0 is satis�ed, we need dndtnH(�1) = 0 forall n � 0, which implies dnd�n�' = 0 and also dnd�n'(�1) = 0 for all n � 1. Therefore, the scalar �eld has to be constantwith value '1 � '(�1) and V ('1) = p�12�. But this is only possible if V1 is a minimum of the potential, and wehave to put ' into this minimum with zero initial velocity from the start. This of course corresponds to the trivialstatic �ne-tuned RS solution.We conclude that the �ne-tuning condition (28) can not be obtained by such a mechanism. Note that our argu-ments have been entirely general and we have thus shown that the �ne-tuning problem cannot be resolved by anarbitrary brane scalar �eld.To illustrate the dynamics, we consider the potential V (') = 12m2'2. Eq. (35) then takes the formH2 = 112� + 1144 �12 _'2 + 12m2'2�2 : (38)It is convenient to use dimensionless variables x, y, z and � related to ', _', H and � by' �r24mx; _' � p24my; H � mz; � � 1m�: (39)Eqs. (32) and (38) are equivalent to a two dimensional dynamical system in the phase space (x; y) withx0 = y; y0 = �x� 3zy; (40)with the constraint equation z2 = �K + (x2 + y2)2: (41)The prime denotes the derivative with respect to the `time parameter' � and K � � 112m2�. In Fig. 1 two typicaltrajectories found by numerical solution of the system (40-41) are shown in the phase space (x; y). For large initialy, the damping term �rst dominates and lowers y until the potential term becomes comparable. Then, the systemevolves towards the minimum of the potential until the curve hits the circle x2 + y2 = pK, where the damping termchanges sign, and the trajectories move away nearly in y{direction.

FIG. 1. Two trajectories in the phase space (x; y) which represent typical solutions of the system (40-41) for K = 1. Thetrajectory on the left (dotted, red), starting with an initial condition xin = �3; yin = 2, winds towards the circle x2+y2 = pK,which corresponds to the condition z = H = 0. After reaching the circle, the solution moves away showing that it is not anattractor. The trajectory on the right (solid) with initial conditions xin = 2; yin = 2 shows a similar behaviour. It takes muchlonger to pass the region around the kinks than to trace out the remaining parts of the trajectories.6



FIG. 2. The time evolution of the dimensionless Hubble parameter z for the two trajectories shown in Fig. 1.In ordinary four dimensional cosmology there exists a `no{go theorem' due to Weinberg [15], which states that thecosmological constant cannot be canceled by a scalar �eld. The argument is based on symmetries of the Lagrangian.In brane cosmology it is known [16] that for a 3{brane, embedded in a �ve dimensional spacetime, Einstein equationson the brane are the same as the usual four dimensional Einstein equations, apart from two additional terms: A termS�� , which is quadratic in the energy{momentum tensor, T�� , on the brane,S�� = �14T��T �� + 112TT�� + 18g��T��T�� � 124g��T 2; (42)and a term E�� , which is the projection of the �ve dimensional Weyl{tensor, CABCD, onto the brane:E�� � CABCDnAnCg B� g D� ; (43)where nA is the normal vector to the brane and T the trace of the energy momentum tensor. Being purely constructedfrom T�� , S�� does not introduce additional dynamical degrees of freedom. It just contributes the term �'2 to the`Friedmann' equation (31). It is also clear that E�� , which is traceless, cannot cancel the cosmological constant onthe brane. However, since the e�ective Einstein equations on the brane cannot be derived from a Lagrangian, andsince E�� contains additional information from the bulk, it is not evident that Weinberg's theorem holds in our case.More generally, our `no-go' result also holds for any matter obeying an equation of state p = !� when ! > �1.This can be seen in a similar way: Initially the Hubble{Parameter isH = +s 112 ��+ �212�: (44)Using the energy conservation equation, _� = �3H(1 + !)�; (45)one �nds _H = � 148(1 + !)�2; (46)and hence _H < 0 as long as the weak energy condition, ! > �1 (or p > ��) is satis�ed. To relate our �nding toprevious results [14,17], let us note that Eqs. (44) and (46) imply the following condition for ination on the brane:�aa = _H +H2 = �12 � 2 + 3!144 �2 > 0 ; (47)7



For a brane energy density given by the brane RS tension V = p�12� and an additional component indicated by asubscript f , so that � = V + �f and p = �V + pf this gives�aa = �[V (1 + 3!f ) + �f (2 + 3!f )] �f144 > 0 ; (48)which coincides with Eq. (8) of Ref [17]. If the RS term dominates, V � �f we obtain the usual strong energycondition for ination, 1 + 3!f < 0, but if V � �f the condition is stronger, namely 2 + 3!f < 0.Like for the scalar �eld, the brane starts to contract as soon as H = 0 is reached. We have thus shown that arelation like (28) cannot be realized in a cosmological setting which does not violate the weak energy condition.After this section, in which we adopted the viewpoint of the brane, we now come back to the full �ve dimensionalspacetime to investigate the stability of the RS model.IV. GAUGE INVARIANT PERTURBATION EQUATIONSWe formally prove that the �ve dimensional RS spacetime is unstable under small perturbations of the branetension. A. Perturbations of the Randall{Sundrum modelThe equations of motion derived in section II provide with N(t; y); R(t; y), and B(t; y) a dynamical generalizationof the RS model. We consider � and V to be constant and set the dilaton, the scalar �eld on the brane and theenergy-momentum tensor of the uid to zero. Eqs. (15-18) now reduce to00 : 3e�2N ( _R2 + _R _B) + 3e�2B(�R00 � 2R02 +R0B0)� 12�� �(y)12e�BV = 0 ; (49)11 : e�2N (�2 �R� �B � 3 _R2 � _B2 + 2 _N _R+ _N _B � 2 _R _B)+ e�2B(N 00 + 2R00 +N 02 + 3R02 + 2N 0R0 �N 0B0 � 2R0B0) + 12� + �(y)12e�BV = 0 ; (50)05 : _R0 + _RR0 �N 0 _R�R0 _B = 0 ; (51)55 : 3e�2N (� �R� 2 _R2 + _N _R) + 3e�2B(N 0R0 +R02) + 12� = 0 : (52)The RS solution (27) is a static solution of these equations, provided that condition (28) holds. We now derive linearperturbation equations from (49{52) which describe the time evolution of small deviations from RS. To this goal weset N(t; y) = �jyj+ n(t; y); (53)R(t; y) = �jyj+ r(t; y); (54)B(t; y) = b(t; y); (55)where � = �q��12 and n(t; y); r(t; y); b(t; y) are small (with respect to 1) at t = 0. The perturbed metric isds2 = �e2�jyj+2ndt2 + e2�jyj+2rd~x2 + e2bdy2: (56)We consider an energy-momentum tensor deviating from RS only by a slight mismatch of the brane tension,TMN = ��gMN � �(y)��M��Ne�bV g�� ; (57)with V = p�12�(1 + 
); (58)where j
j � 1 parameterizes the perturbation of the brane tension, gMN is the perturbed metric (56) and g�� is itsprojection onto the brane. Clearly, if already this restricted set of perturbation variables contains an instability, the8



RS solution is unstable under homogeneous and isotropic perturbations. Inserting this ansatz into equations (49- 52)and keeping only �rst order terms, we �ndr00 � 4�2b+ �(y)�(4r0 � b0)� �(y)2�(b+
) = 0 ; (59)e�2�jyj(2�r +�b)� n00 � 2r00 + 12�2b� �(y)�(4n0 + 8r0 � 3b0) + �(y)6�(b+
) = 0 ; (60)_r0 � �(y)� _b = 0 ; (61)e�2�jyj�r + 4�2b� �(y)�(n0 + 3r0) = 0 ; (62)where �(y) = � +1 for y > 0�1 for y < 0 : (63)The junction conditions are [r0] = [n0] = 2�(b0 +
) : (64)Since we want to consider Z2-symmetric perturbations, we require the functions n, r and b to be symmetric in y. Inorder to make coordinate-independent statements, we rewrite these equations in a gauge invariant way.B. Gauge invariant perturbation equationsUnder an in�nitesimal coordinate transformation induced by the vector �eldX = T (t; y)@t + L(t; y)@y; (65)the metric perturbations g(1) transform according tog(1) ! g(1) + LXg(0); (66)where g(1) corresponds to the �rst order terms in the metric (56), and LXg(0) is the Lie derivative of the staticbackground metric (24). One obtains the following transformation laws for the variables n, r and b:n! n+ �(y)�L+ _T ; (67)r ! r + �(y)�L; (68)b! b+ L0: (69)Since we require the 05{component of the metric to vanish, it must remain zero under the coordinate transformation.This implies _L = e2�jyjT 0: (70)From Eq. (69), together with Z2 symmetry, one �nds that L0 must be continuous and symmetric in y. ThereforeL must be continuously di�erentiable and odd in y, which implies L(t; y = 0) = 0. Hence, the perturbation rrestricted to the brane, r0, is gauge invariant. Note that L(t; y = 0) = 0 also follows from Eq. (68) and L 2 C1.Hence the gauge invariance of r0 is not a consequence of Z2 symmetry, but is also preserved for non Z2 symmetricperturbations. By computing the Lie derivative of the background energy-momentum tensor from Eq. (57) one �ndsthat the perturbation of the brane tension, 
, is gauge invariant. Condition (70) and the symmetry property of L0ensure that there is no energy ow onto or o� the brane. With the following set of gauge invariant quantities� � r0 � �(y)�b ; (71)	 � n0 � �(y)�b� �(y) 1�e�2�jyj�r ; (72)r0 � r(t; y = 0) ; (73)
; (74)we can rewrite the perturbation equations (59-62) in terms of these variables9



�0 + �(y)4��� �(y)2�
 = 0 ; (75)	0 + 2�0 + �(y)4�(	 + 2�) + �(y)� 2� �r0 � 6�
� = 0 ; (76)_� = 0 ; (77)	 + 3� = 0 : (78)The junction conditions are [�] = 2�
 ; [	] = 2�
� 2� �r0 : (79)The solutions of equations (75) with (77) and (78) are given by�(y) = �13	(y) = �(y)�
e�4�jyj +�0e�4�jyj : (80)Z2 symmetry requires � to be odd in y and thus �0 = 0. Inserting equation (78) in (76) one obtains�r0 = 4�2
 (81)and after integration r0(t) = 2�2
t2 +Qt; (82)where Q is a small but arbitrary integration constant determined by the initial conditions. (An additive constant tor0 can be absorbed in a rede�nition of the spatial coordinates on the brane.) The scale factor on the brane ise2r0(t) ' 1 + 2r0(t) = 1 + 4�2
t2 + 2Qt: (83)We have thus found a dynamical instability, which is quadratic in time, when the brane tension and the bulk cosmo-logical constant are not �ne{tuned. Our statement is valid in every coordinate system as r0 is gauge invariant. Inaddition, more surprisingly, in linear perturbation theory there is no constraint on Q, and it cannot be gauged away.This linear instability remains even for 
 = 0, that is if the brane tension is not perturbed at all. We conclude thatthe RS model is unstable even under purely gravitational modes!Let us �nally discuss our solutions in two particular gauges. As a �rst gauge condition we set r0 = 0, which �xesL0 = ��(y) 1�r0. The integration constant on L is determined by the condition L(t; y = 0) = 0. (Note that r0 containsa �-function and therefore L0 is continuous.) For all values of y we haver(t) = 2�2
t2 +Qt: (84)Since b(y) = ��(y) 1��(y), b(y) = �
e�4�jyj: (85)From the de�nition of 	 it follows n0 = �3� + �(y)�b+ �(y) 1�e�2�jyj�r0 ; (86)which can be integrated to give n(t; y) = 
e�4�jyj � 2
e�2�jyj +N (t) : (87)These n; r, and b solve equations (59-62). The integration constant N (t) can be absorbed in the gauge transformationT . Together with the choice of L0, this �xes the gauge, and the solutions are therefore unique up to an additive purelytime dependent function to T .Another possible gauge is b = 0. Then, from r0 = �, 10



r(t; y) = �
4 e�4�jyj +R(t) (88)with R(t) = r0(t) + 
4 = 2�2
t2 +Qt+ 
4 (89)and n(t; y) = 34
e�4�jyj � 2
e�2�jyj +N (t) : (90)Again, the integration constant N (t) can be gauged away by choosing an appropriate T , and the solutions are uniquelydetermined by the gauge �xing.Inserting these solutions in the perturbed metricds2 = �e2�jyj+2ndt2 + e2�jyj+2rd~x2 + e2bdy2; (91)we �nd that the full RS spacetime, not only the brane, is unstable against homogeneous perturbations of the branetension.We must require the initial perturbations to be small, that is at some initial time, t = 0, the deviation from RShas to be small for all values of y. In the case of a compact spacetime, jyj � ymax, this just requires j
j � e�4�ymax(remember that � is a negative constant). For a non-compact spacetime, �1 < y <1, we have to require 
 = 0. Inother words, for V 6� p�12� there exists no solution which is `close' to RS in the sense of L2 or supy at any giveninitial time!Finally, we present a geometrical interpretation of the gauge invariant quantities � and 	. Since the �ve dimensionalWeyl tensor of the RS solution vanishes, the perturbed Weyl tensor is gauge invariant according to the Steward-Walkerlemma [18]. The 0505{component of the Weyl tensor of the perturbed metric (56) is up to �rst orderC0505 = 12e2�jyj(n00 � r00 + �(y)�(n0 � r0)) + 12(�r � �b); (92)which can be expressed in terms of gauge invariant quantitiesC0505 = �12e�jyj �e�jyj(��	)�0 + �(y) 1� �r0: (93)All other non vanishing Weyl components are multiples of C0505:C0101 = C0202 = C0303 = C1212 = C1313 = C2323 = �13e2�jyjC0505 and (94)C1515 = C2525 = C3535 = 13C0505 : (95)In �rst order the projected Weyl tensor (de�ned in [16]) is E11 = E22 = E33 = 13E00 = 2�2
 with E�� = 0. TheWeyl{tensor completely vanishes for 
 = 0.V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONSIn this paper we have addressed two main questions: First, we investigated whether the RS �ne{tuning conditioncan be obtained dynamically by some matter component on the brane. As a concrete example, we studied a scalar�eld on the brane and found that a bulk cosmological constant cannot be canceled by the potential of the scalar �eldin a non-trivial way. This result can be generalized for any matter satisfying the weak energy condition.Second, we studied the stability of the RS model in �ve dimensions. We have found that the RS solution isunstable under homogeneous and isotropic, but time dependent perturbations. For a small deviation of the �ne{tuning condition parameterized by 
 6= 0, this instability was expected, it reminds strongly of the instability of thestatic Einstein universe, where the uid energy density and the cosmological constant have to satisfy a delicate balance11



in order to keep the universe static. But even if 
 = 0, there exists a purely gravitational mode, which representsan instability in �rst order perturbation theory. The physical interpretation of this mode is not yet clear to us. Ina cosmological setting, our result means that a possible change in the brane tension, e.g. during a phase transition,or also quantum corrections to the bulk energy density (see [19]) give rise to instabilities of the full �ve dimensionalspacetime.Even if one would consider a dynamical scalar �eld in the bulk (which does not couple to brane �elds), which settlesinto a vacuum state such that its energy density is constant along the �fth dimension, one would not be able to solvethe cosmological constant problem without falling back to some �ne{tuning mechanism. From our results we canconclude that in order to have a chance to solve the RS �ne tuning problem dynamically, we have to consider fullydynamical bulk �elds. This can in principle be done with the system of equations, which we have presented in sectionII, and which also applies to the e�ective �ve dimensional low energy theory suggested by heterotic M{theory [20].AcknowledgmentsWe wish to thank Arthur Hebecker, Kerstin Kunze, Marius Mantoiu and Danielle Steer for useful discussions andcomments. C.v.d.B thanks Geneva university for hospitality. This work is supported by the Swiss National ScienceFoundation. C.v.d.B is supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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